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Resolving Irreproducibility in Empirical and Computational
Research
Victoria Stodden writes:
The reproducibility of published findings is becoming a hot topic. From reports in the popular press to
congressional activity, and from scholarly society engagement to academic publications and editorials,
there has been an upsurge in attention to this issue. I will offer some explanations of the concept itself,
suggest reasons why this topic is suddenly front and center, and outline ways the field of statistics can
contribute to resolving the underlying issues all this attention is bringing to the fore.

Unpacking Reproducibility
The concept of reproducibility is getting attention in mainstream discussions. On October 19, The
Economist magazine opened a Briefing on “Unreliable Research” with a quote from Nobel Laureate
Daniel Kahneman, “I see a train wreck looming,” referring to the irreproducibility of certain psychological
experiments [1]. On October 27, the Los Angeles Times informed us that “Science has lost its way”
since it cannot be relied upon to generate “verifiable facts” [2]. Reproducibility is also discussed in
scholarly communications [3–8]. In 2011 Science Magazine began requiring authors to remit code and
data upon request for articles it publishes [9], and in April of this year Nature published an editorial
entitled “Reducing our irreproducibility,” in which they encouraged researchers to make raw data
available and follow a checklist for reporting methods, while extending the methods section to
accommodate [10]. These are just a few examples.
These discussions have emerged from a wide variety of scientific disciplines, each with different
practices that contextualize the meaning of reproducibility differently. At one end of the spectrum is the
traditional scientific notion of experimental researchers capturing descriptive information about (noncomputational) aspects of their research protocols and methods, labeled empirical reproducibility. For
example, a spotlight was placed on empirical cancer research in 2011 when Bayer HealthCare in
Germany could not validate the published findings upon which 67 of their in-house projects were based
[11]. In 2012 Amgen’s attempts to replicate studies were published, and they claimed to have only been
able to do so for 6 of 53 articles [12]. These results rocked the research community and, in part,
prompted Nature to encourage authors to communicate their methods more completely. These efforts
could be described as attempts to adhere more closely to the long-established standards of
communication, as reflected in the title of the Nature editorial of March 2012: “Must try harder.” [13]
At the other end of the spectrum are the very different concerns arising from research communities that
have adopted computational methods, labeled computational reproducibility [5, 14-16]. These voices call
for new standards of scientific communication that include digital scholarly objects such as data and
code, asserting that the traditional research article alone fails to capture the computational details and
other information necessary for others to replicate the findings. Irreproducible computational results from
genomics research at Duke University crystallized attention to this issue [17]. As a result the Institute
of Medicine of the National Academies published a report in 2012 recommending new standards for
clinical trials approval for computational tests arising from omics-based research [18]. The report
recommended for the first time that the software associated with a computational test be fixed at the
beginning of the approval process, and made “sustainably available.” In December of 2012 a workshop
on “Reproducibility in Computational and Experimental Mathematics” produced recommendations
regarding information to include with publications of computational findings, including access to code,
data, and implementation details [19-22]. The distinction between these two types of reproducibility is
important in order to understand their sources and appropriate solutions.

Resolving Irreproducibility
The reasons, and therefore the remedies, differ depending on the type of reproducibility. In the case of
computational reproducibility, issues arises from an exogenous shift in the scientific research process
itself — the broad use of computation — and the proposed solution seeks to extend the standards of
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transparency established for empirical science to the computational aspects of the research. In the
case of empirical reproducibility, which lacks an obvious change to the underlying research process, we
must look further.
Several reasons have been postulated for the reported lack of reproducibility in empirical research,
beyond mistakes or misconduct such as outright fraud or falsification. Small study size, inherently
small effect sizes, early or novel research without previously established evidence, poorly designed
protocols that permit flexibility during the study, conflicts of interest, or the trendiness of the research
topic have been previously suggested as contributing to irreproducibility in the life sciences [4]. Others
include social reasons such as publication bias toward positive findings or established authors, or
ineffective peer review [24]. Statistical biases may stem from misapplied methodology, incorrect use of
p-values, a failure to adjust for multiple comparisons, or overgeneralization of the results. [25-27].
Statistical methods have varying degrees of sensitivity to perturbations in the underlying data, and can
produce different findings in replication contexts [28-29]. Many fields have been inundated with vast
amounts of data, often collected in novel ways or from new sources, rapidly shifting the context within
which statistical methods must operate. Developing a research agenda within the statistical community
to address issues surrounding reproducibility is imperative.

New Research Directions
Addressing issues of reproducibility through improvements to the research dissemination process is
important, but insufficient. Research directions that would contribute to resolving these new
methodological questions could include: new measures to assess the reliability and stability of
empirical inferences, including developing new validation measures; expanding the field of uncertainty
quantification to develop measures of statistical confidence and a better understanding of sources of
error, especially when large multi-source datasets or massive simulations are involved [30-31]; and
detecting biases arising from statistical reporting conventions. In addition, advances in understanding
how to best archive software and data for replication purposes, and the development of best research
practices are essential. This is not an exhaustive list, but intended to jumpstart thinking about the
importance a research agenda in reproducibility as it relates to developing, asserting, and interpreting
statistical findings.
For students and others wishing to learn more about reproducible research further information is
available my wik i page http://wik i.stodden.net/. For an example of teaching reproducible research, see
Gary King’s course website, where students replicate findings from a published article [32]. I have
taught a similar course at Columbia [33].
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